
AP ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE



1. Is AP Environmental 
Science right for you?



WHAT IS ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCE?

The relationships and 
interactions among Earth 
systems and populations.





There are 3 major goals when studying 
environmental science.

1.To learn how nature works.
2.To understand how we interact with 
the environment.

3.To find ways to address environmental 
problems and embrace sustainability.





§ The expectations are high. It is meant to 
be taught at the college level (UC 
equivalent).

§ You will be expected to not only learn 
new information, but also to think 
analytically and apply concepts to the 
solution of environmental problems.



§ Material will be taught at an accelerated rate.

§ Reliance on self-direction and self-motivation 
more than ever before. You need to take 
responsibility for your own learning.

§ Grades are broken into three categories:

60% - All forms of assessments

25% - Labs and Projects

15% - All other assignments



2. What you must know 
before beginning APES



STUDENTS SHOULD:

§ Have good time management skills

§ Know effective note taking strategies and 
techniques

§ Be organized

§ Have good study skills

§ Think critically 

§ Communicate accurately and meaningfully



3. Prerequisites



PREREQUISITES:
To get into APES, you must meet the following 
requirements
• Completion of Honors Biology AND Honors Chemistry with a B 

or higher in EACH semester

OR Completion of CP Biology AND CP Chemistry with an 
A in EACH semester (this option also requires a teacher 
recommendation)

• Completion of Integrated Math 2H with a B or higher OR 
Integrated Math 2 with an A

• Minimum 3.0 GPA



4. What happens in 
APES?



§ Labs, research, and group projects are 
important components of the class. 

§ You will write timed short essays on 
environmental topics and be expected to 
participate in class discussions, both in class 
and online.

§ Field work is required. 



Questions?



QUESTIONS?

§ If you have any questions about the class or 
summer assignment, feel free to send me an 
email: pamela_luncz@chino.k12.ca.us

mailto:pamela_luncz@chino.k12.ca.us

